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A Characterization of Signed Graphs Represented by Root System D~ 
P. D. CHAWATHE AND G. R. VIJAYAKUMAR 
As a consequence of the well known result that a sigraph with least eigenvalue ;;. - 2 is 
represented by one of the root systems Dn , n E N or E8 , these systems have gained importance 
in the study of the family of sigraphs with all eigenvalues;;. -2. Using a concept called 
symmetry of sigraphs, we present a new characterization of the family of sigraphs represented 
by Dn, n E N and compute the class of its minimal forbidden sigraphs. The number of sigraphs 
in this class, up to switching equivalence, is 49, and any sigraph in this class has at most six 
vertices. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A sigraph S is a pair (X, 4», where X is a finite set (called the set of vertices and 
denoted by V(S» and 4>: X x X ~ {-I, 0, I} satisfying for all x, y in X, 4>(x, y) = 
4>(y, x) and 4>(x, x) = O. (4) is called the edge function.) If for any x, y in X, 4>(x, y)-=I= 
0, then we say that the set {x, y} is an edge of S and x and yare adjacent in S. 
Let S = (X, 4» be a sigraph and Y ~ X. Then (Y, 4> '), where 4>' is the restriction of 
4> to Y x Y, is said to be the (induced) subgraph of Son Yand is denoted by S[Y]. A 
sigraph S is said to be minimally forbidden for a family ~ of sigraphs if S is not in ~ 
but every proper subgraph of S is in ~. 
Let ~~ be the countably infinite-dimensional Euclidean space with usual inner 
product < *, *) and W be a subset of ~~. A sigraph S = (X, 4» is said to have a 
representation 1jJ in W if 1jJ: X ~ W such that for all x, y in X, 
< 1jJ(x), 1jJ(y» = {~(X, y) if x = y, otherwise. 
A sigraph is said to be represented by W if every component of S has a representation 
in W. 
Let @ = {ei I i = 1, 2, ... } be an orthonormal basis for ~~. Define 
D~= {±ei±ej I i-=l=j;i,j= 1, 2, ... }. 
Let ~ denote the family of sigraphs represented by D~ and Al be the class of minimal 
forbidden sigraphs for ~. Interest in these families is mainly due to the following 
theorem, which classifies the family El2 of all sigraphs with least eigenvalue ~ - 2. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let S be a connected sigraph and A(S) be its least eigenvalue. Then 
the following are equivalent: 
(1) A(S) ~ -2; 
(2) S is represented by ~~; 
(3) S is represented by D~ or E8 • (For the definition of E8 , see [2].) 
The equivalence of (1) and (2) is easy to demonstrate. (See the fourth section of [2].) 
That of (2) and (3) has been proved in [11], which has classified the root lattices of 
~n, n E f\J; for a combinatorial proof, the reader is referred to [2]. 
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The graphs represented by Doo have been widely studied. (See [2-6, 8, 10).) They 
include the line graphs; in fact, they are precisely the generalized line graphs defined 
by Hoffman in [4]. (See Theorem 4.2 of [2].) 
Van Rooij and Wilf [7] gave the following characterization for line graphs. 
THEOREM 1.2. A graph G is a line graph iff it satisfies the following conditions: 
(1) no subgraph is isomorphic to 1;. (in Figure 1); 
(2) if any subgraph H is isomorphic to 12, then one of the triangles of H is even in G 
(see Definition 2.3) . 
Using this characterization, Beineke [1] found the minimal forbidden graphs for the 
family of line graphs. The minimal forbidden graphs for the family of generalized line 
graphs also have been computed (see [3,6,8].) By analysing the properties of these 
graphs and by using Theorem 1.1, the class of minimal forbidden graphs for the family 
of graphs with all eigenvalues ;;::= -2 has been described in [10). Analogously, one can 
expect that knowing the class At will be helpful in studying the properties of the 
minimal forbidden sigraphs for [/2. For example, it has been proved in [9] that any 
sigraph in At has at most 6 vertices, and using this and Theorem 1.1 it has been shown 
that the order of any minimal forbidden sigraph for [/2 is ..;;10. 
In [9] , an algebraic notion called the linear relational property which is a necessary 
condition for a sigraph to have a representation in Doo has been employed to give a 
characterization for ~. In Section 3, using a concept called symmetry of sigraphs-a 
generalization of a graph-theoretic notion introduced in [8}-we present a radically 
different characterization for a sigraph to be in ~ in the form of an automorphism of 
the underlying graph which describes the necessary properties of the subgraphs which 
are switching equivalents of 7;, 1..;; i ..;; 4 in Figure 1. (For the definitions of the new 
terms introduced here, see Sections 2 and 3.) This new characterization is structural 
and therefore suitable for computing the sigraphs in At, whereas the earlier one is 
algebraic. 
Using this new characterization, in Section 4, the sigraphs in At will be computed. 
They are precisely the switching equivalents of the 49 sigraphs in Figure 4, and the 
order of any such sigraph lies between 4 and 6. In a subsequent communication we will 
use the results of this paper to study the class [/2. 
NOTATION. Let S = (X, 4» be a sigraph. For any a e X, its neighbourhood N(a) is 
the set of vertices adjacent to a. Sometimes we write S - a for S[X - a]. The 
underlying graph of Sis Su = (X, 4>u), where 4>uis defined by 4>ix, y) = I 4> (x, Y)I, for 
all x, y e X. A subgraph T is said to be a triangle in S if the underlying graph of T is the 
complete graph K 3 • If S is connected and the degree of every vertex is 2 then S is called 
a polygon. 
A few sigraphs which occur often in this paper are shown in Figure 1. 
~7l~\<> 
T, T2 T3 T4 
FIGURE 1. Solid lines are positive edges and broken lines are negative. 
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2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we will prove two lemmas which give sufficient conditions for a 
sigraph to have a representation in D",. 
Two sigraphs Si = (Xi> 4>i), i = 1, 2 are said to be switching equivalent if there are 
functions f: X 1 ~ X 2 and a: X 1 ~ {-I, I} such that f is a bijection and for all 
x, y EX1, 
a(x)4>l(X, y)a(y) = 4>2(f(x),f(y». 
If two sigraphs Sl and Sz are switching equivalent then we sometimes write Sl "" Sz. 
REMARK. 2. 1. If two sigraphs Sl and Sz are switching equivalent then: 
(1) SlE~~SzE~ and 
(2) Sl E At~Sz E At. 
A sigraph S is said to be positive if S "" Su; otherwise it is negative. 
REMARK. 2.2.A polygon is positive (negative) if the product of all of its edges is 
positive (negative). 
DEFINmON 2.3. Let S be a sigraph and T be a triangle in S. Then T is said to be odd 
in S, if there is a vertex a in V(S) which is adjacent to an odd number of vertices of 
V(T); otherwise it is even in S. 
We prove in the following lemma that a sigraph S which does not contain negative 
triangles is in ~, when Su is a line graph. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let S = (X, 4» be a sigraph satisfying the following: 
(1) S does not contain negative triangles; 
(2) no subgraph is switching equivalent to 7;.; 
(3) if any subgraph R is switching equivalent to 12, then one of the triangles of R is even 
in S. 
Then SE~. 
PROOF. By Theorem 1.2, Su is a line graph. Therefore there is a graph G such that 
its line graph is Suo We can assume that V(G) s;; 00 which is an orthonormal basis 
for ~"'. 
Let x be any vertex in V(G) and Ex be the set of edges of G, incident with x. Define 
a function ax: Ex ~ {-I, I} such that 
for all distinct f, g E Ex, aif)aig) = 4>(f, g). 
Such a function can be constructed as follows: for some e E Ex, set aie) = 1; for any 
f E Ex - e, let aif) = 4>(e, f). Since no subgraph of S is a negative triangle, for any 
two distinct f, g E Ex - e, by Remark 2.2, 
4>(e,f)4>(f, g)4>(g, e) = 1 
and (**) holds. 
Now let us define a map 1jJ: X ~ D", as follows: for any e EX, 1jJ(e) = aa(e)a + 
ab(e)b, where a and b are ends of e in G. It is easy to verify, by using (**), that 1jJ is a 
representation of S in D",. 
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The following lemma gives an inductive criterion to determine whether a sigraph 
containing negative triangles is in £Yl or not. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let S = (X, l/» be a sigraph containing a negative triangle T. Then 
S E £Yl iff the following hold: 
(1) T is even in S and whenever two vertices of T are adjacent to a vertex of 
V(S)\V(T), then these three form a positive triangle; 
(2) there is a vertex a E V(T) such that S - a E ~. 
PROOF. Let V(T) = {a, b, c}. By Remark 2.1, we can assume that T is isomorphic 
to 7;. Then it is easy to see that (1) is equivalent to: 
(1') For all x E V(S)\V(T), l/>(x, a) + l/>(x, b) + l/>(x, c) = o. 
Now suppose that S has a representation 1J1 in Doo. By our assumption, it follows that 
1I1J1(a) + 1J1(b) + 1J1(c) 112 = 0, 
i.e. 
1J1(a) + 1J1(b) + 1J1(c) = o. 
Hence, for all x E V(S)\V(T), 
(1J1(x), {1J1(a) + 1J1(b) + 1J1(c)}) = 0, 
i.e. 
l/>(x, a) + l/>(x, b) + l/>(x, c) = o. 
This finishes the first part. o 
Next assume that (1') and (2) hold. Let ~ be a representation of S - a. It is easy to 
verify that (~(b) + ~(c» E Doo. Define 1J1: X~Doo by 
()={-(~(b)+~(c» ifx=a, 
1J1 x ~(x) otherwise. 
Then (1J1(x), 1J1(a» = l/>(x, a) for x = b, c. For any x E V(S)\ V(T), 
(1J1(x), {1J1(a) + 1J1(b) + 1J1(c)}) = 0, 
i.e. 
(1J1(x), 1J1(a» + l/>(x, b) + l/>(x, c) = o. 
Therefore by (1'), (1J1(x), 1J1(a» = l/>(x, a). Hence 1J1 is a representation of S 
~R. 0 
3. CHARACfERIZATION OF SIGRAPHS IN ~ 
In this section we shall give the crucial definition and prove the main theorem of 
this paper. 
First let us observe some properties of the sigraphs in ~. Let S = (X, l/» be a sigraph 
with a representation 1J1 in Doo. If a and b are two distinct vertices of S such that 1J1(a) 
and 1J1(b) are the linear combinations of the same vectors in @} (i.e. they are of the 
form (±ei ± ej) and (±ei =F ej) respectively for some i,j E N) then we say that a is an 
associate of b (see Figure 2). Obviously, for any x EX\{a, b}, (1J1(a), 1J1(x» = 
±( 1J1(b), 1J1(x» and therefore N(a) = N(b). Note that a vertex cannot be an associate 
of two distinct vertices. 
Let R be a subgraph of S with four vertices a, b, c, d. In the case R = 1;, i E {1, 2, 4} 
we observe the following two representations shown in Figure 3. 
Case R = 7;.: Then V(R) contains two associate vertices. 
· Sigraphs represented by D~ 




c(e3+e4 ) d(e4+eS) 
FIGURE 2. a, band p, q are two pairs of associates. 
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Case R = Ii: suppose <p(e, d) = O. Then either S[a, b, x] is even where x is e or d 
and whenever x has an associate y, S[a, b, y] is negative or e and d are associated to 
each other. This observation follows from the fact that Ii has essentially two different 
types of representations (see Figure 3). 
Case R = 4: in this case if two vertices of VCR) form a pair of associates then so do 
the remaining. 
Let us define a map 8: X ~ X, called association as follows: if a vertex x has an 
associate y, then 8(x) = y; otherwise 8(x) = x. Obviously, 8 is an automorphism of Su 
and 82 is identity. 
Now, summarizing, it is clear that a necessary condition for a sigraph to be in 92 is 
the existence of a bijection on its set of vertices which has the properties of association 
discussed so far. Thus motivated, we give the following: 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let S = (X, <p) be a sigraph. A function *: X ~ X is said to be a 
symmetry of S, if it has the following properties. (For any x E X, we denote its image 
by x*.) 
(1) For all x EX, N(x) = N(x*) and x** = x. 
(2) If any subgraph R is switching equivalent to Tt, then there exist distinct vertices 
a, b E VCR) such that a* = b. 
(3) If there are vertices a, b, x, y E X such that S[a, b, x, y] is switching equivalent 
to Ii where <P(x, y) = 0, then one of the following holds: 
(a) x* = y. 
(b) S[a, b, x*] is even; it is positive only when x* =x. 
(c) S[a, b, y*] is even; it is positive only when y* = y. 
(4) If there are vertices a, b, C EX such that S[a, a*, b, c] is switching equivalent to 
14, then b* = c. 
Note that * is an automorphism of the underlying graph. 
REMARK. 3.2. If a sigraph S admits a symmetry, then so does any switching 
equivalent of S. 
(e1+e2 ) 
"'"''7'''+''' (e1-e2) or (e3+e4) 
FIGURE 3. Two representations of Tz. 
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REMARK. 3.3. By the discussion preceding the above definition, it is clear that any 
sigraph in :il admits asymmetry. 
REMARK. 3.4. Let Sand * be as in the above definition and R be a subgraph of S. 
Define a function 8: V(R) 1-+ V(R) by 
{
x* 
8(x) = x if x* e V(R), 
otherwise. 
It is easy to verify that 8 is a symmetry of R. 
Now we are in a position to state the main theorem of this paper. 
THEOREM 3.5. A sigraph S e:il iff it satisfies the following: 
(1) S admits a symmetry; 
(2) any negative triangle Tin S is even, and whenever two vertices of T are adjacent to a 
vertex of V(S)\V(T), then these three form a positive triangle. 
If any sigraph S satisfies the hypothesis, we can construct canonically a repre-
sentation for S except in two degenerate cases. So first we dispose of those cases 
in the following: 
LEMMA 3.6. Let S = (X, 4» be a sigraph having the following properties: 
(1) S admits a symmetry *; 
(2) S contains no negative triangle; 
(3) S is connected; 
(4) in X, there exist either a, b, c such that a* =1= a and S[a, b, c] is an even triangle or x, 
y such that S[x, y, x*, y*] is negative. 
Then S e:il. 
PROOF. First assume that the first part of (4) holds. By using (2), it is easy to verify 
that S e:il, when X = {a, b, c, a*, b*, c*}. So suppose the contrary. Then by (3), there 
is one more vertex p such that S[a, b, c, a*, b*, c*, p] is connected. 
Now let us show that 4>(p, a) = O. If not, by (4), we can assume that p is adjacent to 
b but not to c. Further, 4>(p, a*) = ±1, by (r-1.1). Now by (2), S[a, b, c, a*, p] is 
positive and therefore S[a,a*,p,c]=14. It follows by (3.1.4), that p=c*, 
contradicting the choice of p. Therefore 4>(p, a) = 0 and by (3.1.1), 4>(p, a*) = O. Now 
by (4), p is adjacent to band c and therefore by the earlier argument, b* = band 
c* =c. 
Now if X =1= {a, b, c, a*, p}, then by (3) there is one more vertex q such that 
S[a, b, c, a*,p, q] is connected. However, it can be verified that both (3.1.2) and 
(3.1.3) cannot hold simultaneously, contradicting that * is a symmetry of S. Therefore 
X = {a, b, c, a*, p}. Hence S e~. 
Next assume that there are vertices x, y such that S[x, y, x*, y*] is negative. In this 
case let us prove that X = {x, y, x*, y*}. Otherwise, by connectivity, there is a vertex 
peX\{x,y,x*,y*} such that S[x,y,x*,y*,p] is connected. Assume that 4>(p,x)= 
± 1. Then 4>(p, y) = 0, for otherwise one of the triangles of S[x, y, x * , y * , p] would be 
negative. Now either S[x, y, x*, p] or S[x, x*, y*, p] is switching equivalent to 14. 
Therefore by (3.1.4), p = y* or y-a contradiction. Hence X = {x, y, x*, y*} and 
S e:il. This completes the proof. 0 
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PROOF OF THEOREM 3.5. A sigraph S in [il satisfies (3.5.1) by Remark 3.3 and 
(3.5.2) by Lemma 2.5. Next suppose a sigraph S = (X, t/» satisfies the hypothesis. We 
will prove that S E [il. We can assume that the theorem holds for any sigraph of order 
< !y(S)1 and as a consequence, the following also; 
(a) S has no negative triangle (by Lemma 2.5 and Remark 3.4); 
(b) S is connected (for by Remark 3.4, any component of S admits a symmetry); 
(c) S does not satisfy (3.6.4) (by Lemma 3.6). 
Let Y be a subset of X such that for all x EX, exactly one element of {x, x*} is in Y. 
It is easy to verify, by using (3.1.1), that S[Y] is also connected. By (a), (3.1.1), (3.1.2) 
and (3.1.3), S[Y] satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 2.4 and therefore has a 
representation; in Doc. Now let us note the following: 
(d) If S[x}, X2, X3] is a triangle in S[Y] and xt *x} then there is a vector U E 00 such 
that (u, ;(x;» * 0 for i = 1, 2, 3 (for otherwise S[XlJ X2, X3] would be even in S[Y] and 
therefore in S also and (c) would not hold). 
(e) For any u, v E 00, there is at most one x E Y such that ;(x) is a linear combination 
of u and v (by the construction of ; as in the proof of Lemma 2.4). 
Now choose a function 1jJ: X t-+ Doc such that its restriction to Y is ; and for all 
a E X\Y, 1jJ(a) and ;(a*) are the linear combinations of the same vectors in 00 and 
for x =a* and 
for some x E N(a) n Y. 
Now for any three vertices a, b, C E X, define 
lJI[a, b, c] = (1jJ(a), 1jJ(b» (1jJ(a), 1jJ(C» (1jJ(a*), 1jJ(b»(1jJ(a*), 1jJ(c» 
and 
4>[a, b, c] = t/>(a, b)t/>(a, c)t/>(a*, b)t/>(a*, c). 
Let a E X\Y and x E N(a) n Y such that (1jJ(a), 1jJ(x» = t/>(a, x). For any y E X\ 
{a, x}, if t/>(a,y) =0, then (1jJ(a), 1jJ(y» is also zero by the definition of 1jJ and (e); 
otherwise one can verify that 
lJI[a, x, y] = { ~ 
-1 
when t/>(x, y) = ±lby (d) 
when x = y* 
otherwise by (e) 
and also it can be seen, by using Remark 2.2, that 
4>[a, x, y] = { ~ 
-1 
when t/>(x, y) = ±1 





Therefore lJI[a, x, y] = 4>[a, x, y]. Now, if y E Y, then by simplification we have 
(1jJ(a), 1jJ(y»=t/>(a,y); otherwise (1jJ(y), 1jJ(a*»=t/>(y,a*) by the same argument 
and the rest of the proof follows. 0 
REMARK. 3.7. It is clear that a graph is a generalized line graph iff it admits a 
symmetry. (In this case, Definition 3.1 is modified slightly: the phrases 'sigraph', 
'switching equivalent' and 'it is positive only when' are replaced by 'graph' , 
'isomorphic' and 'and' respectively.) For a shorter proof of this, the reader is referred 
to [8]. 
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4. COMPUTATION OF SIGRAPHS IN .;(,{ 
First we shall compute the sigraphs S = (X, </J) in .;(,{ satisfying one of the following: 
(4.1) S contains a negative triangle T. 
(4.2) S has a sub graph S[Xl' X2, X3, X4] = T4. 
(4.3) There are three distinct vertices a, b, C E X, having the same neighbourhood. 
Then by using Theorem 3.5, we shall determine the other sigraphs (see Figure 4). Note 
that by minimality, any sigraph in .;(,{ is connected. 
Let S = (X, </J) be a sigraph in.;(,{, not satisfying any of (4.1), (4.2) and (4.3). Define 
a relation 0 on X by xOy if and only if N(x) = N(y), for all x,y E X. Then 0 induces an 
automorphism of Suo Therefore, by Theorem 3.5, either (3.1.2) or (3.1.3) is not 
satisfied. This gives two possibilities: 
(4.4) S does not satisfy any of (4.1), (4.2) and (4.3) and there is a subgraph 
S[a, x, y, x] = Tl such that a is adjacent to x, y, z and x, y, z have mutually 
different neighbourhoods. 
(4.5) S does not satisfy any of (4.1), (4.2) and (4.3) and there is a subgraph 
S[a, b, x, y] = T2 where </J(x, y) = 0, such that the following hold: 
(a) O(x)'*y; 
(b) S[a, b, x] is odd or O(x) '*x; 
(c) S[a, b,y] is odd or O(y)=I=y. 
Considering these cases one by one, we will prove first that any sigraph in .;(,{ has a 
subgraph switching equivalent to one of the sigraphs in Figure 4. 
Case (4.1). By minimality S satisfies (2.5.2); therefore by Lemma 2.5, (2.5.1) is not 
satisfied; it is easy to see that S = Si for some i, 1 ~ i ~ 4. 
Case (4.2). We can assume, by Remark 2.1, that S[Xl' X2, X3' X4] is isomorphic to T4. 
Suppose </J(X3, X4) = O. Let; be a representation of S - X4. It can be verified that 
AAA0 I ----- ----- -----
5, 52 53 54 
0~~¥ 
5s 56 57 5 a 
>L~~~ 
59 5'0 5" 5'2 
<lY6<!'J<!> 
513 5'4 5'5 5'6 
X:DNWW 
FIGURE 4. The sigraphs Sj, 1,,;;; i,,;;; 49. 
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FIGURE 4--continued. 
~(Xl) + ~(X2) - ~(X3) E D<K>. Let 1jJ: X ~ D<K> be the extension of ~, where 1jJ(X4) = 
~(x]) + ~(X2) - ~(X3). Then for i = 1, 2, 3 (1jJ(X4), 1jJ(x;» = CP(X4' Xi). Therefore, since 
S f~, there is a vertex pin X\{x), X2' X3, X4} such that 
i.e. 
Since S[x], X2, X3, X4, p] does not contain any negative triangles, for otherwise by Case 
(4.1), IXI ~4 would hold, it can be seen that it is switching equivalent to Si for some 
i, 5~i~7. 
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FIGURE 5. 
Case (4.3). Here we assume that S satisfies neither (4.1) nor (4.2). By connectivity 
there is a vertex x adjacent to a. Then, by hypothesis, x is also adjacent to band c. Let 
y be any other vertex such that S[a, b, c, x, y] is connected. Then cf>(x, y) = ±1, for 
otherwise S would have a subgraph switching equivalent to 14. Now by our assumption, 
S[a, b, c, x, y] is switching equivalent to one of the graphs in Figure 5. Let z be one 
further vertex such that So = S[a, b, c, x, y, z] is connected. By hypothesis and the 
above assumption it can be seen So = S; for some i, 8,,;;; i ,,;;; 13. 
Case (4.4). This and the next one require a lot of routine computations. By 
hypothesis, there is a vertex p such that Icf>(p, x)1 01= Icf>(p, y)l. The subgraph 
S[a, x, y, z, p] is switching equivalent to one of the sigraphs in Figure 6. Clearly, in 
S[a, x, y, z, p], 
N(x)oI=N(y) and N(z)01= N(x) or N(y). 
FFFf21 
FIGURE 6. 
Again by hypothesis, there is a vertex q such that in So = S[a, x, y, z, p, q], 
N(x) oI=N(z) oI=N(y). 
It can be verified that for all possible choices of p and q, So = S; for some i, 14,,;;; i,,;;; 32. 
Case (4.5). By (a), there is a vertex p such that Icf>(p, x)1 01= Icf>(p, y)l. Then either 
S[a, b, x] or S[a, b, y] is odd in S[a, b, x, y, p], which is switching equivalent to one of 
the graphs in Figure 7, by hypothesis. Therefore (a) and either (b) or (c) hold in 
S[a, b, x,y, p]. For each choice of p, by hypothesis we can find one more vertex q such 
that So=S[a,b,x,y,p,q] satisfies (a), (b) and (c). It can be verified that So=S; for 
some i, 24,,;;; i ,,;;; 49. 
Thus in every case S contains a sub graph switching equivalent to a sigraph in Figure 
4. Further, by using Theorem 3.5, it can be verified that S; 1t:1l, 1,,;;; i,,;;; 49. Therefore, 
by minimality, S = S; for some i, 1 ,,;;; i ,,;;; 49. Moreover, one can observe that for all 
i, j,,;;; 49, S; is switching equivalent to a subgraph of Sj only when i = j. Therefore 
S; E.;(,t, 1,,;;; i ,,;;; 49. This completes the computation of the sigraphs in .;(,t. 
FIGURE 7. 
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